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Abstract
This project explored how lighting in the produce section of a supermarket can influence a
consumer's decision to purchase healthier options. There is research in this field that examines
this idea in restaurants, however, this specific area has not been researched. For this study
subjects participated in a pre survey, viewed renderings, and took a post survey all at one
predetermined time. The estimated time for the completion of this was about 20 minutes, but this
time varied between subjects based on how long they spent taking the surveys and viewing the
models. The surveys determined correlation between lighting and consumers preferences and
were used in the results section of my thesis.
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Introduction
This topic will explore how supermarkets can effectively use lighting to positively
influence buying habits of consumers to purchase more produce and healthier food options. This
project explored how lighting in the produce section of a supermarket influences a consumer's
decision to purchase produce. There is research in this field that examines this theory in
restaurants, however, this specific area has not been researched and needs more testing to
determine any correlation between lighting in a produce section and people preferences . This
project involves participants taking a pre-survey that assesses their preferences on what they buy
while shopping, how often they shop, and other questions based on their specific shopping
habits. Participants then viewed renderings of three models and answered a post survey based on
their preferences and reactions to each space.
One of my research articles states “In terms of consumer well-being, dining in brightly
lit ambient settings might be a good option if the goal is to enhance choice likelihood for healthy
options.” (Biswas, Szocs, Chacko & Wansink, 2017, p. 2) which if used correctly, could
influence healthier shopping among individuals when used in a supermarket setting. People
could be indirectly influenced to stay in a certain area of a store longer, therefore the potential of
them purchasing products, in this case, produce more frequently. The issue of obesity is currently
a global concern, so if large influential stores such as Walmart and Whole Foods could invest in
lighting techniques in certain sections of the store, they would have a stronger potential to
encourage healthy eating. Some of my research concludes “Food retailers, in particular at
supermarkets, are key shapers of the food environment which influences consumers’ diets”
(Martinez, Rodriguez, Mercurio, Bragg & Elbel, 2018, p. 1) which means if lighting can help
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change consumer’s choices positively without them being aware, then this is an important topic
to research further. Lighting also has been a proven method to set a specific mood or feeling in a
space, which can subconsciously influence an individual to stay in a space longer which can lead
to more purchases. Utilizing a designer's knowledge of lighting in this way can expand this
often-unacknowledged field and area of design and construction that people often do not pay
attention to or consider the level of impact it has on daily consumers. This study shows how
important lighting is in terms of consumers behaviors and shopping habits and that people are
making purchases because of how they feel in the store, along with how long they stay.
Literature Review
According to Martinez et al. (2018) “Food retailers, in particular at supermarkets, are key
shapers of the food environment which influences consumers’ diets.” which means that if more
factors such as lighting can be researched and demonstrated to play a substantial part in
consumers’ decision making process, designers can influence people to make purchases that are
better for them and the environment. These topics are generally concerns in today’s society and
are a main reason why this is an important issue to explore. With popular topics involved in this
study, the potential for public interest increases and allows more people to be interested and be
able to relate to what this research.. This study also aids in the exploration of lighting as a
solution to some of these issues which continuously are observed in our society. Lighting
influences consumers in more ways than people think, whether it be through buying healthier
options in a produce section or subconsciously staying in that section for longer, potentially
leading to buying more produce, which will be determined later in my research.
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Being able to understand and design spaces that will influence people to purchase
products that are better for them will improve people’s health and increase profits in stores since
some healthier options are more expensive than other products. One of my sources explains how
“Process evidence shows that mental alertness mediates the effects of ambient light on food
choices and calories purchased” (Biswas, Szocs, Chacko & Wansink, 2017, p. 3) which suggests
that lighting does affect our buying habits in some way. Lighting that is brighter for instance, is
often linked with mental alertness, therefore making consumers more aware of what they are
purchasing while in a restaurant. or out shopping as my research aims to suggest. Exploring this
topic will increase designers and builders’ awareness on how lighting is a necessary part of
creating spaces that promote the sales of products that have positive effects on people. This new
knowledge will also expand this area of design and further show why it is important to consider
when constructing these spaces.
Research studying scent, lighting, and music determined that “Specifically, lighting does
influence longer stay in the supermarket, but does not influence the amount of money spent in
the store and the purchasing of an increased number of goods. However, the conclusion
determined that “a study that will enlarge the scope of study in investigating how
store-environment affects consumer behaviour is needed”(Abimnwi, & Njuguna, 2015).
although this study does not conclude a result that my research will investigate, it does call out a
need for more research in this field. A graph depicted in this article clearly shows lighting
contributing to a consumer's emotion which leads to their behavior in the store. The examples
listed include, liking the store, time and money spent there, and number of items bought. Another
research article makes a slightly different conclusion based on a study in an airport and the
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amount of time and money people spend in the retail stores. The research concluded that “The
design and ambience of high arousal, time pressured retail environments have an impact on
spending levels, and therefore require the attention of operators and designers of the facility and
stores.” (Bohl, 2014, p. 22) with this knowledge further conclusions can be made that lighting
and the environment influences consumers in some way and how our profession, specifically
noted in the prior quote, can affect and help reach desired sale requirements and overall
enjoyment and time spent in a specific space. The setup and design of a retail space is also very
important when understanding how consumers shop and behave in that environment. The gaps in
knowledge here in relation to lighting specifically in a produce section, further supports why this
topic needs to be studied.
With research primarily focused on lighting in a produce section, the effects and benefits
can be determined and seen in what is found in consumers' shopping carts. The results from one
of my sources shows that the “mere element of lighting can be employed to change the
atmosphere within a commercial environment and to help to create a specific store experience”
(Quartier, Vanrie & Cleempoel, 2014, p. 2). This tells us that the topic can greatly impact the
success of a store. If the environment of a store is tailored to mimic positive findings in research,
then the feeling associated with shopping in that store will be positive, thus potentially
encouraging and promoting specific more desired shopping habits.
Results also tell us that the placement of the product is important in determining how
much of it sells and how “the most commonly used healthy food placement strategies included
placing fruits and vegetables near the front of the store or by an entrance, at eye level, or on end
caps” (Martinez, Rodriguez, Mercurio, Bragg & Elbel, 2018, p. 6) meaning that consumers pay
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attention to different design elements while shopping and when connected with this source’s
primary topic, obesity, aspects can be changed to change buyers’ habitats. This information also
shows that stores are aware of the influence that they can and do have over shoppers. Some
stores, such as Whole Foods, are just doing a more adequate job of instilling these design
features in their stores when compared to similar supermarkets. With research pointing out that
when prompted about their shopping experience, consumers can make specific comments and
suggestions about the space, therefore confirming that elements in a store can provoke negative
and positive feelings and actions from people.
Bruggen explains how “research has demonstrated that customer response is influenced
by individual servicescape parameters, such as color or lighting (e.g., Areni and Kim 1994;
Crowley 1993), as well as more abstract store characteristics, including store design and
ambience (e.g., Baker et al. 2002).”(Brüggen, Foubert & Gremler, 2011, p. 71) which coincides
with evidence and studies developed and tested by other researchers. One of these being how the
design of a store involves many elements and the “Lighting is used not only to illuminate but
also to influence consumer attitudes and behaviors” (Otterbring, Löfgren & Lestelius, 2014, p. 4)
and with this statement in mind, changing the way consumers shop using lighting is attainable
and would be useful. Researching this topic could put more pressure on supermarkets to consider
how much influence their stores’ atmosphere really has on shoppers. This could lead to an
increase in stores seeking more lighting designers to spend more time in planning the lighting
used areas of the store and not seem as much as an afterthought. Stores also may unknowingly be
the initial starting place for food trends as well. If this is true, then they could advertise healthier
options or foods recognized as a part of certain diets such as vegan or gluten free, which in some
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cases are better for the environment. This then leads into another topic of concern today which is
the increasing concern of the well-being of the environment. These are some of the main reasons
why exploring this topic is important and how consumers, the Interior Design profession, and the
environment could all benefit from research on this topic.

Research Questions/Hypotheses
According to a study by the CDC and published in “The Guardian”, “Only one in 10
Americans eats enough fruits and vegetables.” which is not a high number considering how
much eating healthy is promoted in today's society (Glenza, 2017). The results from this study
can help inform the design of supermarkets as owners and designers consider how much
influence the stores’ atmosphere, specifically lighting, has on customers and their healthy
shopping habits. This research will seek to explain how lighting plays an important part in
consumers’ decision-making process when it comes to purchasing fresh, healthy produce. The
research will also seek to demonstrate how important the role of the designer can be to influence
people to make purchases that are better for them. This study will seek to demonstrate the impact
of interior design, specifically lighting design, can have on encouraging customers to make
healthier decisions while shopping, thus leading to increased well-being and a healthier lifestyle
for themselves and their families. I hypothesize that consumers shopping in the produce section
at a supermarket will select healthier options and possibly more produce when the lighting is
brighter or adjusted to a certain warmth, color temperature, or number of lumens produced by the
fixture itself.
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Methods
Sample and Participant Selection
For the recruitment process friends and peers were asked to participate and all subjects
participated voluntarily. A range of majors were surveyed and included interior design, fashion
and history majors. Sixty percent of participants were interior design majors and the remainder
were a mix of other disciplines. There were a total of 20 participants in the surveys: 16 females
and 4 males. The age range of the participants started at 20 as the youngest age and 31 being the
highest age. All participants were Georgia Southern students and are the main e demographic
for the university.. The participants all agreed to the informed consent and completed the process
in its entirety.
Assessments and Measures
The first set of surveys determined shoppers’ habits while on their weekly shopping trips
along with an estimate of how much money they spend on produce and the average amount of
produce purchased per shopper. This data helped compile consumer profiles in terms of how
they shop and what their shopping preferences are. After completing this survey, subjects viewed
three renderings of produce sections with different lighting fixtures and settings applied to each.
The post survey was entirely made up of free responses to allow subjects to give detailed
descriptions of each model and to have more personalized data to review. The post survey asked
participants about each model and determined which model they would want to shop and stay in
the longest amongst. Additional questions were asked that would further help answer the initial
research question. The appendices include the surveys participants were administered.
Procedure
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Students were asked to participate in the surveys that were administered at a single
predetermined time over the course of four days in room 3026 on the 3rd floor of the
Interdisciplinary Building on Georgia Southern University. The researcher conducted a
pre-survey inquiring about the participants’ shopping habits including questions regarding the
amount of produce they buy per week and their approval of their primary store’s selection.
Participants were then introduced to photorealistic renderings of three grocery produce sections
with various lighting displays. Following the simulation, participants completed a post survey
that asked them questions about their experience with the renderings and any lighting (or design)
preferences seen in the models. The surveys were conducted using a Qualtrics survey and the
data was collected and evaluated, and the result will be determined using graphs and detailed
descriptions of the consensus of each model and the initial research question. The results were
evaluated and compared with prior research and former predictions concerning this study. A
conclusion was drawn from this information and will be discussed qualitatively and
quantitatively in the results section of the research paper.
Results
Using Qualtrics, the surveys were administered to 20 participants. The pre-surveys
determined that 40% of participants purchase 3-4 produce items each time they shop. The bar
graph below depicts this information and shows that a high percentage also regularly purchase
5-6 items from the produce section per shopping visit. Of the participants, 95% of them said
they would buy at least 1 produce item each time they shop with 80% stating they purchase 3 or
more items.
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Figure 1. Produce Purchased per
Shopping Trip

Of the participants, 75%
stated that they shop once a week, therefore they have a higher likelihood of purchasing an item
from the produce section without considering the lighting at this point, since they plan to be
shopping anyways. The pre surveys determined the shopper's budget for buying produce on most
trips to the grocery store. Of those surveyed 55% stated they were moderately satisfied with their
preferred grocery store, which leads to the question of what could be changed to improve their
shopping experience; in this case lighting could be the missing element needed as this research
explores.
When questioned, 55% of participants said that they always buy produce when they shop
when asked how often they bought produce specifically when they shopped, which indicates a
high volume of consumers visiting the produce section of their desired supermarket per week.
This data determining the number of visits per week was previously stated above, and when
cross examined with the amount of produce bought, concludes that many of the participants
surveyed will shop and buy produce at least once a week. In terms of staying in a space longer
the bar graph below depicts that of the 20 participants 75% of them would prefer to stay in model
2 the longest. This supports previous research that determined lighting that was dimmer or at a
lower color temperature would result in consumers unconsciously staying longer in that space,
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thus leading to more purchases such as drinks and dessert. In this case, theoretically more
produce would be purchased as a result of the extended stay of consumers in the space.

Figure 2. Shoppers’ Preference for Longer Stay
The images below are renderings that the participants viewed of each space after
completing the pre-survey. Each one is labeled for which model it represents.

Model 1

13
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Model 2

Model 3
The first model used LED lighting with a higher color temperature around 6000k and
lumen level. This harsh lighting was approved by some subjects because of the ability to
determine the freshness of the produce, while others did not appreciate the harsh and forceful
lighting. The second model was also an LED fixture with a lower color temperature of 2400k
thus creating a warmer and dimmer atmosphere. Many subjects described this as a “farm to table
experience” because of these settings. The third model used a fluorescent light set on a medium
color temperature of about 2800k and lumen level. The consensus of this model amongst
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participants was not favorable to space at all. Subjects felt the space was green and that the
produce looked old and that they would get sick from eating it. Thus far people would shop in
model two longer, but overall appreciate the ability to see the product in a brighter setting as
displayed in model one.
When asked, “Did any of the lighting in the models make you feel more alert? If so,
which one and why?”, almost 100% of subjects recognized that model 1 established a sense of
alertness. This is linked to a higher percentage of buying healthier items and based on the results,
subjects mainly claimed they would be eager to leave the space as quickly as possible because of
the harsh lighting, however some stated that they liked being able to observe the produce and
seeing that the produce was fresh and colorful while the other models cast more shadows on the
selections, therefore making it harder for consumers to see if the produce was fresh. Some
participants also said the produce looked moldy and old in both model 2 and 3 and that they
would not feel comfortable buying from either of those produce sections. The overall results
were mixed, however, they reflected research collected and discussed in the literature review.

Discussion
The hypothesis for this project in the beginning was stated as “Consumers shopping in
the produce section at a supermarket will select healthier options or more produce when the
lighting is brighter or adjusted to a certain warmth.” Through the research and results stated
above, consumers were more drawn to and likely to purchase produce from the models with
either the lighting set at a higher color temperature and LED lighting or the warmer lighting that
also was a LED fixture with a color temperature set to closer to 2500K. This number is found on
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the Kelvin scale, which can range from 1,000K through 10,000K and above. The lower the
number the warmer or red and yellow coloring the light fixture will exhibit. The higher the
number the brighter or white or blue color the fixture will exhibit. One participant directly stated
that “Model one has the best looking produce and looks fresh and the most nutritious on the
shelves, two has the best lighting for the experience overall, and three would be the one I would
find myself buying the least amount of produce from. Not that there's anything wrong with it, but
it doesn't look good on the shelf whatsoever.” Many participants noted that the warmer lighting
in model 2 reflected a “farm to table” concept. One participant explained that “This simulation
has shown me how lighting can truly affect my preference in shopping for food, as well as the
psychological inclination I have towards particular colors and the intensity of those colors.
During this simulation, I truly analyzed all parts of a space and noticed small differences in
regard to lighting, lighting fixtures, and the effects lighting can have on the colors of different
foods and produce.”
Another statistic surveyed found that 55% of participants were moderately satisfied with
their preferred grocery store. This leads to the question of what could be improved to positively
influence their shopping experience. Lighting is most definitely an element used to influence
shoppers with research stating that “The design and ambience of high arousal, time pressured
retail environments have an impact on spending levels, and therefore require the attention of
operators and designers of the facility and stores.” (Bohl, 2014, p. 22). With this knowledge
further conclusions can be made that lighting and the environment influences consumers in some
way and how our profession, specifically noted in the prior quote, can affect and help reach
desired sale requirements and overall enjoyment and time spent in a specific space. The setup
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and design of a retail space is also very important when understanding how consumers shop and
behave in that environment. According to Quartier, et. al (2014) that the “mere element of
lighting can be employed to change the atmosphere within a commercial environment and to
help to create a specific store experience.” This tells us that the topic can greatly impact the
success of a store. If the environment of a store is tailored to mimic positive findings in research,
then the feeling associated with shopping in that store will be positive, thus potentially
encouraging and promoting desired shopping habits.
Participants' reaction to the brighter lighting in model 1 also reflected research that
determined “In terms of consumer well-being, dining in brightly lit ambient settings might be a
good option if the goal is to enhance choice likelihood for healthy options.” (Biswas, Szocs,
Chacko & Wansink, 2017, p. 2) which if used correctly, could influence healthier shopping
among individuals when used in a supermarket setting. The concept of mental alertness can be
further backed up by research which explains how “Process evidence shows that mental alertness
mediates the effects of ambient light on food choices and calories purchased” (Biswas, Szocs,
Chacko & Wansink, 2017, p. 3) which suggests that lighting does affect our buying habits in
some way. Exploring this topic will increase designers and builders’ awareness on how lighting
is a necessary part of creating spaces that promote the sales of products that have positive effects
on people.
Another subject determined that “This simulation has shown me how lighting can truly
affect my preference in shopping for food, as well as the psychological inclination I have
towards particular colors and the intensity of those colors. During this simulation, I truly
analyzed all parts of a space and noticed small differences regarding lighting, lighting fixtures,
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and the effects lighting can have on the colors of different foods and produce.” With this in mind
and research that states the “mere element of lighting can be employed to change the atmosphere
within a commercial environment and to help to create a specific store experience” (Quartier,
Vanrie & Cleempoel, 2014, p. 2) which is a main point of this research; that people have
opinions and preferences of lighting and that these preferences can help a store in terms of sales
and affect what consumers purchase.
Reflective Critique
When I first began this thesis, I did not have the knowledge that I have now on my topic.
Throughout this project I have learned the importance of pushing myself to do more and
experiment with ideas to better my project even if it will take more time or not turn out as I had
expected in the end. Knowing that incorporating certain elements, or software systems in my
case, that might be stressful and seem like a daunting task to learn at first, will only enhance my
thesis and to use them regardless of my prior knowledge and recognizing I have the capability to
learn new techniques. Learning how to adapt and change how I conducted my research was
examined in my project because complications with the VR system made me have to change
how participants viewed my project. I have learned to ask for help from peers, my mentor, and
other professors because they often have experience with what I am working on or have different
ideas or solutions to my problem or question.
This process has heightened and broadened my understanding of the importance of the
knowledge needed to be understood in this area of design, which allows me to stand behind my
reasonings for why this topic is important to the Interior Design profession. Often this profession
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is overlooked or the benefits our knowledge brings to situations is not clearly conveyed or
understood. The research process has also helped me better understand how to find sources that
will benefit and enhance my study. Understanding how key words can change the entire search
is something that I had not thought was as important as it really is and how more in-depth
journals are available with these changes.
This process has taught me much more than just about my topic; I have learned how to
conduct research and understand what an actual study consists of. I know that this opportunity to
study a specific topic has opened new opportunities for me and will help me in future projects
throughout my career. Learning how to be flexible, self-motivated, and organized are main
takeaways from this process which without, would have made completing this thesis more
challenging. Being patient and working through problems has also been a major part of this
process, specifically dealing with IRB. Completing this project has pushed me out of my comfort
zone and has led to many more experiences that have only helped me grow as a student and as a
person entering this career.
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Appendices

Pre Survey
Honors Survey

Informed Consent Informed Consent
The Impact of Lighting Type on Consumer
Behavior in the Purchase of Healthy Products
My name is Sarah Hartmann and I am a senior Interior Design student at Georgia Southern
University. I am doing this research as part of a thesis project for the honors program. I will also
be able to learn more about how scholarly research is conducted and be able to present an entire
research project before I graduate.
The purpose of this research is to determine how lighting in supermarkets, specifically the
produce section, can influence consumers’ purchase decisions. This study will also expand on an
area in Interior Design that is not often considered and show how designers can be beneficial and
provide knowledge when creating these areas.
You will complete a pre and post survey and in between will view a simulation of three different
produce sections in a supermarket.
Discomforts and Risks:
There is a small risk that you could experience motion sickness from the virtual reality
simulation. Otherwise, the risks are no greater than those of everyday life. As a participant you
are made aware that medical care is available in the event of injury resulting from research, but
that neither financial compensation or free medical treatment is provided. Referral information:
Health Services - 912-478-5641
Benefits:a. The benefits to participants include learning how lighting can affect what you buy
and to be made aware of how you are being influenced to buy certain items that may or may not
be healthy for you. You also will be able to experience a virtual reality system.b. The benefits to
society include understanding how store environments can influence people while they are
shopping and how they can improve their shopping habits. Another benefit would be how our
profession can impact many other areas outside of homes and commercial spaces. This research
will allow retailers to utilize designers more when creating an inviting space for consumers.
Duration/Time required from the participant: 25 minutes
Statement of Confidentiality
I will be the only person with access to the data and it will be destroyed after 3 years. It will be
maintained in a Google Folder and a backup of the data will be kept on a seperate flash drive and
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only accessible by me (Sarah Hartmann). The data will then be given to Sarah Zenti once I
graduate in May 2020 and destroyed after 3 years.
Future use of data.
Data will be discarded three years after the completion of the study.
Right to Ask Questions: Participants have the right to ask questions and have those questions
answered. If you have questions about this study, please contact the researcher named above or
the researcher’s faculty advisor, whose contact information is located at the end of the informed
consent. For questions concerning your rights as a research participant, contact Georgia
Southern University Institutional Review Board at 912-478-5465.
This study will not use any compensation or incentives to encourage participation.
Voluntary Participation:
If at any time you feel the need to stop your participation in this study, or do not feel
comfortable answering any questions or completing the virtual reality simulation, you are not
obligated in any way to do so and may stop immediately by notifying the researcher.
Penalty:
If you do not complete the study you will not face any penalty or consequence.
You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to participate in this research study. By
completing the pre and post surveys, you, the participants have consented to participate in this
study.
You will be given a copy of this consent form to keep for your records. This project has been
reviewed and approved by the GSU Institutional Review Board under tracking number
H_20150_________.
Title of Project: The Impact of Lighting Type on Consumer Behavior in the Purchase of Healthy
Products
Principal Investigator: Sarah Hartmann, 912-713-8516, sh08205@georgiasouthern.edu
Research Advisor: Sarah Zenti, Statesboro, GA 30460-8057,
912-478-5145szenti@georgiasouthern.edu ______________________________________
_____________________
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o By completing this survey, I understand I am consenting to participate. (4)


Q1 Code Number
Q2 On average, how many times a week do you go grocery shopping?

o Daily (1)


o 4-6 times a week (2)


o 2-3 times a week (3)


o Once a week (4)


o Never (5)


Q3 When you go grocery shopping, how often do you shop at more than one store?

o Always (1)


o Most of the time (2)


o About half the time (3)


o Sometimes (4)


o Never (5)


Q4 Which of the following stores do you prefer to shop for groceries? Please select all that
apply.

▢

Walmart (1)
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▢


▢


▢


▢


▢


▢
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Bi Lo (2)

Kroger (3)

Publix (4)

Whole Foods (5)

Aldi (6)

Other (please specify) (7) ________________________________________________

Q5 When you go grocery shopping, how often do you purchase fresh produce (e.g., fresh fruits
and vegetables)?

o Always (1)


o Most of the time (2)


o About half the time (3)


o Sometimes (4)


o Never (5)


Q6 Use the slider below to indicate your answer. If you aren't sure, use your best guess.
Not Applicable
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Q7 When you go grocery shopping, how often do you shop for pre-made meals (e.g., frozen
pizza)?

o Always (1)


o Most of the time (2)


o About half the time (3)


o Sometimes (4)


o Never (5)


Q8 How satisfied are you with the produce section at your preferred grocery store?

o Extremely satisfied (1)


o Moderately satisfied (2)


o Slightly satisfied (3)


o Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (4)


10
0
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o Slightly dissatisfied (5)


o Moderately dissatisfied (6)


o Extremely dissatisfied (7)


Q9 When you grocery shop, how many different items do you buy from the produce section?

o 0 (1)


o 1-2 (2)


o 3-4 (3)


o 5-6 (4)


o more than 6 (5)


Q10 At the store where you most frequently shop for groceries, where is the produce section
located?

o In the center of the store to the right (4)


o In the center of the store to the left (5)


o In the center of the store (6)


o In the back of the store (7)
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o Not sure (8)


Q11 What is your major?
Q12 What year are you in school?
Q13 What is your diet (e.g.,vegetarian, vegan, gluten free, pescatarian, no particular diet)?
Q14 What is your gender?
Q15 How old are you?

Post Survey
Honors Post Survey

Q1 Code Number
Q2 Which model (1, 2, or 3) most stood out to you in regards to overall atmosphere, lighting, and
most pleasurable environment and why?
Q3 If you could shop in one of the models (1, 2, or 3), which one would it be and why did you
choose it over the others?
Q4 Did any of the models resemble a store you have shopped at before? If yes,
what store and what is the resemblance?

which model,

Q5 Did any of the lighting in the models make you feel more alert? If so which one and why?
Q6 If you were shopping in all three model stores, in which one do you think you would stay for
the longest amount of time?
o Model 1 (1)
o Model 2 (2)
o Model 3 (3)
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Q7 Did you notice any significant positive or negative changes in any of the models in regards to
the lighting? If so, which model(s) and how so?
Q8 Did you notice any significant changes in any of the models in the way the produce looked?
If so, which model(s) and how so?
Q9 Has the simulation given you any insight or realizations about how you shop? If so, please
explain.

